Data & Network Management Task Team Report

June 6, 2012
Denver, CO
DNMTT breakout agenda

- Agenda Topics
  - Reviewed NASPI goals from Leadership Team meeting on 6/4
    - Discussed the NASPI goal to re-engineer the NASPInet vision around SGIG grants and current interconnections’ needs
  - Discussed NIST HSRC 11 Comtrade standard
    - Identify issues needing to be addressed regarding supplying additional contextual data around the requested raw data included in the standard
  - Naming Conventions for current SGIG projects
    - Review naming conventions planned for use in the Eastern Interconnection and WECC
    - Identify differences
Identified potentially two papers

- One outlining requirements for inclusion within the .inf portion of the Comtrade Standard to provide additional information around data extract
- Once requirements are known identify needs for archiving systems
Naming Conventions

- Revisit Signal Registry paper
- Produce an updated document conveying the conventions that are planned for use within SGIG projects
- Need for additional conventions for other equipment? E.g. Capacitors, Reactors, etc...
- Touch on need for transition plan to 61850-90-5
Next Steps

- Identified Volunteers to focus on the deliverable papers on each of these topics.
- Clarified the scope of the papers
- Our goal is to have completed documents for October NASPI meeting
Thank you for participating!